
Saturday, March 4, 2023
Our Saturday Gala is an evening of hands-on-fun, a cocktail party  

and a performance by Baltimore School for the Arts students.

SCHEDULE FOR THE EVENING
5:00      Guests begin arriving 

6:00 The centerpiece of the evening – THE SHOW!

7:15   Cocktail party throughout the Joseph Building

7:45 Join fellow party-goers at the class of your  
 choice led by BSA students and faculty 
 (See details on page 2)

WHAT TO WEAR
Fun and festive is the tone of the evening!  
Cocktail attire is suggested. 

MENU
Classic Catering created the menu this year!  Cocktails and 
heavy bites will be located throughout the Joseph Building 
with delicious menu options for all food preferences. If you 
have any special dietary concerns, please contact Kellan 
Newby-Matthews at knewby-matthews@bsfa.org.

WHERE TO ENTER
We will begin welcoming guests using the BSA ballroom 
entrance at 5:00 pm. Guests will enter through the tent, under 
our marquee entrance, on Cathedral Street.  After check-in, 
please enjoy one of two passed specialty cocktails in addition 
to wine service, and a snack on your way to your reserved 
seat in the risers.

PARKING/TRANSPORTATION
Need our address for Uber or Lyft? 

Baltimore School for the Arts  
Mark K. Joseph Building  
712 Cathedral Street  
Baltimore, MD 21201 

Please refer to the map below. There are several lots and 
garages within walking distance of the school, and of course 
street parking is available. 
 

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW
Rachel Hilson ’13 Honorary Chair



EXPRESSIONS CLASSES 2023

DANCE:  
The Zumba® program is a fitness party with a contagious blend 
of Latin and international rhythms that provides a fun and 
effective workout. It’s the perfect combo of fun and fitness. 
Dance to great music with great people and experience the 
most awesome workout ever!

CCAT & MUSIC: 
Do you love to sing and dream of singing on stage? Join us for 
Karaoke in the Library. Take turns taking the stage and follow 
along with your favorite tunes as the lyrics shine on screen!

VISUAL ART:  
The Visual Arts cordially invites you to an immersive 60s New 
York party experience within your Infinite Journey through 
Expressions. You’ll enjoy the euphoria of the rebellious avant-
garde scene and become a part of the action: hang out in our 
Silver Factory lounge, take part in a life drawing, join a collage 
art production line, and pose for photos while the turntable 
gives you endless tunes… until it’s time to go home.

THEATRE:  
In this workshop, you will get a peek behind the curtain—
learning how to fight choreographers and work with actors to 
create memorable moments of faux physicality and fighting 
fun.  Come see the magic made right before your eyes - and 
learn some dangerous (looking) moves!  

FILM:  
Whether we are conscious of it or not, everyday sounds can be 
an important part of movie magic. Lonely footsteps in a dark 
hallway. The distinctive crunch of a fist meeting a jaw during 
a fight. Even smaller sounds, like ice tinkling in a glass or 
someone fussing with a pair of eyeglasses. All of these sonic 
elements contribute to a sense of immersion in a scene, and 
many of them are added after the fact! This technique is called 
foley, and in this workshop, you’ll learn about some of the most 
common tricks of the trade and get a chance to add life to a 
scene yourself through a hands-on exercise. Afterward, you’ll 
never think of the audio backdrop of a film (or your own life) in 
quite the same way.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW
Rachel Hilson ’13 Honorary Chair

 For more information contact Kellan Newby-Matthews at knewby-matthews@bsfa.org.

    
 To Work In Gaining Skills


